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The alloying of metals and alloys with different interstitial impurities permits
the considerable regulation of their properties at the expense of these interstitial
additions. On evidence of experimental investigations hydrogen solubility versus silicon,
boron and carbon concentration in Ni, Pd and Fe manifests itself variously, i.e. one of
the interstitial impurities can both to inhibit the solubility of another and to favour it.
In present research work the theoretical investigation of hydrogen, carbon and
other elements solubility in alloys of (RD)2 GS type with the structure of iron boride
Fe2B type has been performed. In studied phases the R, D metals atoms can be Fe, Co,
Ni, Cr, Mn, Mo, Au, Al, To, Ta, W, Zr atoms and others, the G, S non-metals atoms - H,
C, B, P, Ge, Si, Sn atoms and others. The Shubert and modified Yum-Rozeri models of
iron boride structure has been used. The free energy of interstitial alloys has been
calculated without taking into account the correlation in atoms distribution by
configurational method taking into consideration the configurations of R, D metals
atoms around the G, S atoms. The atomic order in distribution of R, D atoms over sites
and of G, S atoms over interstitial sites is not taken into consideration. The interaction
between nearest atomic pair G, S and with R, D metal atoms is taken into account.
Authors have received formulae determining the hydrogen, carbon solubility
in alloy in dependence on temperature, concentrations of R, D components and energetic
constants and also defining the mutual influence of hydrogen and carbon solubility in
alloy. The obtained formulae admits the presence of extremum at the temperature
dependence of solubility of these elements. It has been found that interstitial impurities
are favourable for the dissolution each other in alloy at their atoms interaction of
attraction type, and vice versa these impurities inhibit the dissolution each other in the
case of repulsion forces between atoms. At the investigation of carbon and boron
solubility in iron boride the obtained dependences are in agreement with experimental
data according to which the boron presence in alloy decrease the carbon solubility.
The obtained theoretical formulae on mutual influence of one interstitial
impurity solubility on another are in agreement with experimental results of effect of
silicon, boron, carbon on hydrogen solubility.
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